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Banzhaf·Demands.Special·Prosecutor
by Martha Schley
What determines
the increased demoralization Procedvres) "provides am- While political affiliation
Professor John F. Banz- public interest, however?' of the country by these pro- pie grounds for Applicant's mayor may not have played
haf IJI,. the National law
And what gives a legal actt- ceedings," "from the cloud intervention in the instant a role in their choice of the
Center's crusading legal
vlst, like Banzhaf, the right which has been caused to case." The court recog- 'semester project on. the
activist, has filed a motion to speak on behalf of an in- hang over the head. of the nized that the injuries to special prosecutor,the'
in U.S. District Court in jured public that he, for the Vice President," "from the petitioner were "virtually. work related to it is
Baltimore, requesting that most part, can only assume needless, unfair and lnap- impossible of proof," but foremost a legal exercise.
all further activity in the to exist? It is not a difficult propriate expenditure' of still allowed and "upheld Banzhaf says that he has
Agnew legal proceedings question for the professor public funds in the conduct their right to bring suit." never asked any of the inbe stopped until the court to .answer. "A legal actl- of these proceedings under Banzhaf served as 'counsel .volved students about their
orders the Attorney General: vist, "he replies, "is one a situation of clear conflict
in the case, brought by political
leanings. Also
to name a special prose- often not directly involved .of interest," have valid .several George Washington working on the project, is
cutor. _
in the proceedings at hand, standing before a court of law students in his course Mr. Banzhaf's legal assistIna brief delivered to the but one who wants some law?
on legal activism.
ant, Joel D. Joseph,a
Court last Monday, Banz- say."
,
"Yes," says Banzhaf,
In the Agnew petition, Georgetown University law
haf cited serious conflicts
But does an applicant, who notes that the United Banzhaf is again supported graduate.
.
of interest and the potential
who claims injury from States Supreme Court's by several students from
The court is scheduled to
political advantages for
"loss of confidence and most recent decision (Unit- his' activism class, all of ,hear all arguments October
Eliot Richardson-and,ultitrust of the governmental ed States v Students Chal- whom prefer to remain 12. including the original
mately Richard' Nixon-system," "from the general 'Ienging Regulatory Ag~ncy nameless at this time. [Please Turn to P.'8, Col. 4]
that would arise from successful prosecution .of the
Vtce-Prestdent as compelling reason for the naming
of. an unbiased third party
by Tomas Garza
.
.
percentages, it seems as if the student body is divided on
as prosecutor.
The SBA wil'l be conducting a referendum within the whether any changes should be forthcoming.
Noting that all U.S. next week on; the subjecL.of
grade reform. This
.At last week's regular SBA meeting, the committee
, District Court judges on the referendum will deal with' proposed solutions to the reported on its inability to decide on a solution tathe
Fourth Circuit disqualified disparity in grades given in different sections of the same problem. After lengthy discussion, the SBA was also
themselves from the pro- course.
,
unable to agree on a solution. As a result, it was decided
ceedings because of past
Among the proposals-will be a grade curve, a grade to consult the student body again.
associations with Agnew, median, or no change.
.
While the committee never agreed on whether to
Banzhaf strongly suggests
The SBA Grade Reform Committee had been propose a specific grading system to minimize grade
that Richardson and com- considering this problem for more than a year. last fall disparity, it did make three proposals Which were
pany should follow suit.
tnetsrade Reform Committee distributed a questionnaire accepted by the SBA.
.
The motion cites Inter- relating to grades and grading'systems. The reason for
First, the committee proposed that all grades for the
national Brotherhood
of the questionnaire was that a number of students had first semester of the first year be pass-fail, but that the
Teemsterev, Hoffa, which . expressed their discontent with. certain areas of the exams be graded on the regular grading system and the.
directs that an attorney be present system. A big issue at that time, and still present, grades be posted. The student will receive credit if his
disqualified whenever' he was the disparity of grades in certain course sections.
.
. [Please Turn to P. 6, Col. 1]
has "potenttal conflicting
/ The SBA held extensive discussions on grades at
obligations," and "poten- several meetings tast year. Various proposals submitted
tial no less than actual con- . by the Grade Reform Committee were considered. During
f1ict of Interest." .Banzhaf the discussions, various arguments ensued in favor of a
by Carol A. Elder
,. Grading
Reform.
The
argues that Richardson's mandatory grade curve. Various arguments against the
-The SBA held a lengthy, SBA, adopted t~re~,of the
position is untenable. A curve were also raised. Since neither argument won, but productive rneetlnq on Grading Com,mlttees four
man who is a top con- majority support, other grading systems were suggested Oct. 2, at which it passed recommend~tlon~.
See
.tender for the Vice-Presi- as a form of compromise. However, all other proposed on BUdget Committee re- Tom Garza,s article elsedency, should Agnew be· grading systems had significant weak points.
commendations
Grading where on this page for a full
indicted, should not have'a
At that time, Professor Robinson proposed, a grade Reform propos~ls, and a' discussion of each pr?posdiscretionary power which curve system to the faculty. The Robinson' proposal constitutional amendment. al. A referendum Will be
includes the right to "nego- would extend the mandatory curve, presently used only in
Budget. The SBA ap. held on the -one proposal
tiate and drop charges in required courses, to include all courses with thirty or proved the Budget Com- on which the SBA was
return for the Vice Presi- more students. The SBA voted against supporting mittee's recommendations unable to reach agreement,
dent's resignation."
'Professor
Robinson's proposal until further study was with only two changes. Van that is, the proposal on a
There '. is ample legal
made.
Vleck was allocated $100 system for controlling the
, precedent for the deslqnaThis year,' the Grade. Reform' Committee (Scott above the recommended grading discretion of protion of a special prose- Paseltiner, Glen Ulmer, Richard Tenebaum, Ruth amount, and the law Stu- fessors. Notices will be
'cutor. The appointment of Weinstein, Fred Souk, and myself as chairman) studied dents Division of the ABA 'posted announcing
the
Archibald Cox is only the and discussed the problem. Our main.duty was to decide was allocated $50 where date and times of_ the
-most recent example. A whether to support Professor Robinson's proposal, or to the recommendation had referendum.
memorandum accompany- propose an alternative which would decrease the disparity called for no funding. All
Elections.
A constttuing the seventeen page of grades. Again, the wide variety of opinions on the the other groups who had tional amendment chang.Banzhaf motion cites 28 function and effect of grades resulted in a lack of majority representatives' present at ingthe dates of the SBA
U.S.C. 515, which provides support for any one system. Judging from the results of the meeting expressed sat- . elections was passed unan- .
in part that the Attorney last' year's questionnaire, the committee's inability to isfaction with their allot- imously 'by· the SBA. First
General may appoint a decide on a solution parallels the wide range of opinions ments. This fall a much year elections are being
special attorney, and 28 among the student body.
tighter accounting of group held today. First year stuU.S.C. 543,' which directs
To illustrate this point, the results of the questionnaire expenditures will be done,' dents are voting for one
the nation's chief legal of- indicated that 36% of the students were generally or to provide a guide for the person from their class
fleer "to appoint attorneys totally satisfied with the present system. In addition, 4% next SBA as to how closely section to represent them
to assist the U.S. Attorney were not interested in this question, and 18% did not stated group goals correl- in the SBA until the Febwhen the public interest so respond. However, 31% of the students were not very ate with actual group ac- ruary 13, 1974 general elecrequires."
satisfied, and 11% were totally dlssattsfled. From those tivities.
tion.

Grade

Referendum

is 'Planned--

.SBA Report

2-0ctober

w4r .Abulltutr
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"With Love, From Avril"

SBA Nfght, Caucus
Announces

Plans

ing of exams for night
students will be included
for investigation.
2. Clinical Projects
It is proposed to investigate the' possibilities
of
night students participating in clinical type projects
during the summer and on
weekends during the academic year.
'..
3. Communication
,
There will bea solicita1. Curriculum
tion among the night stuDuring the early part of dents to provide writers for
the second semester last The Advocate. This may be
year, a group of night the most. effective way of
students
developed
a communicating
with the
scheduling guide for this night students.
academic year. This gLiide 4. Transportation
allowed students to COrrE~- The question of how the
late required courses, the night student arrives at and
requirements of the various leaves school will be exBar Exams, academic/proarnlned. The availability of
fessional
desires
and public transportation, adeschedule 'conflicts of the quacy of parking, parking
night curriculum.
Prof.
rates, possibility of organSharpe 'assisted with the lzed car pools, and safety
preparation of the guide on the streets for the pedand gave gUidanceL~~ .)9 .estrian student are issues,
which courses shoUld 'be'w .hlch .may, be of concern;
considered prerequisite to' S:'University Services '.
others. Finally, Dean KirkThe services of the Unipatrick reviewed the guide versity, including the Law
and spent an evening, after School, available to and
class, discussing" his pre- used by. the night law
ferences. He then answer- student will be defined and
ed questions for the first examined.
.
year students.
.
It is intended' that a:
The night caucus pro- questionnaire be prepared
poses to expand this type relating to the above topof service in coordination
ics. The results of -the poll
with the student members taken will provide the tools
of the Faculty Curriculum
necessary' to address the
Committee. The schedul- issues.
by Dan Curran
. The Night Caucus of the
Student Bar Association,
National
Law; Center,
George Washington
University, proposes to address its activities toward
improving the quality of life
at the school for the night
law student. There will be
emphasis in the following
areas:

hip-aspiring
sales manMs. Lund came casually
. by Mark Leemon
h h d
"Penthouse's March "Pet" dressed- in dark' brown ager, w 0 a tried to anwas at GW for three hours slacks and a light brown swer every question before
last month, autographing
full sleeved blouse. She Ms. Lund opened her
. glossy photographs of her- kept her hair long, and had mouth, silent and on the
self with the mechanically
on an excessive amount of. fringes of the conversation.
repeated phrase "To'
makeup with the smell of
Finally the time for the
with all my love Avril
her powder competing with signing to begin was at
Lund," and looking just a her perfume. Her figure hand. Ms. Lund retired to
trifle
rtdlculous
in her was remarkable, almost an change her costume. While
abbreviated costume - a AI Capp caricature in its' the Sales Manager waited
brown and white checked
proportions. She was an at-' for her, he was subjected to
"bunny suit" which con- tractive, if not beautiful,
the barbed questions of
torted her' body into a not woman who was, sur- Ms. Wurzburg.
unattractive but wholly im- prisingly, no dummy.
While not an obvious
probable configuration.
Ms. Lund said she is member of the Now GenerStartling as her appear- Irish by birth and a psychia- atlon, he was, nonetheless,
ance was, it was ordinary
tric nurse by profession.
trying hard: he sported a
compared to the build-up
She was brought to this .beard, an expensive, stytwhich preceded it. Ms. country from England by ishly cut, dark brown suit,
Lund came at the invitation
Penthouse,
which "disand a pair of orangeof the GW Young Amerl- covered" her through
a trimmed,
high
heeled
cans for Freedom.
YAF modelling
agency where shoes that
looked like
had previously shown no she worked part-time. She something
out of the
interest in' selling Pent- answered all questions dl- "Wizard of Oz."
house, but had become rectly, speaking with confi,Ms'. Lund finally appearconvinced that freedom of dence in an accented voice. 'ed after a long period,
speech was at stake when
Opening questions were dressed
in the aboveanother "Pet" visit, origi- . concerned with women's
mentioned
"bunny"-like
nally scheduled for Sep- rights.
"What is your re- costume,
which was atember 21 in the University
action to people who say domed with an oversized,
Bookstore (which does sell you ara belnq exploited?"
functionless
white crepe
Penthouse), was vetoed (on Ms. Wurzburg asked.
bow attached to her lower
grounds of taste and pro"I'm not. I'm using the back, reminding
me, at
priety) by University Vice situation for my own ends. least, of a large windup key
President and Treasurer I'm well paid," Ms. Lund re- on an animated toy. Her
Charles Diehl.
'plied
with an alacrity that" isolated cuffs were as JudiIncensed at the arbitrary suggested she had heard crous as her French maid's
nature of the cancellation,
the question many times bonnet, which was pinned
GW YAFtook it upon itself before; '"".
: to her hair.
to invite Pentnouse-, to
campus, Penthouse replied
'''Whatis
'your
f~eling
They moved out quickly
with Ms. Lund, who was about the Woman's Libera- to the signing room where
tion Movement" I asked.
Ms. Lund handled 'herself
accompanied by the maga"I hav
thl
. t
zine's Eastern Sales Man- ."
e no 109 aqarns
well in the face of all the
It. "
".
rudeness' and brass that
ager, a middle aged, MadiWell,. I sal.d,,'struggling
GW had to offer. Seated at
son Avenue type named AI for q est
0
, Crespo, who expressed re. ue Ions, . 0 you c~~- a table with a gray-haired
pealed concern about the sl~,er yqJrsel!, IIberate~?
reporter from the Evening
possibility of radical woOf course she smiled.
Star-News, who hammered
men "causing a scene."
Ms.
Wurzburg
then .away with all the usual
The Penthouse pair at- asked her about her past' questions ("How did you
rived. a few minutes early, employment. as a psychlaget Into this business ... "
so as they waited in the tnc. nurse, an~ about her re- et cetera), she turned to the
YAF Office, there was time action. to tOPiCS current in Immodest horde of mostly
for conversation with the t~e. field. The. conversamale students who crowdAdvocate' reporter. and a tlon we~t on for some min- ed round for the flair pen
feminist
named
Gerry ~tes, Wlt.h the eX~hange of inscription of her "love" to
Wurzburg.
information
moving quite them'
.
rapidly Ie .
.
.
,avlng
me and the
Some were completely

Low Spouses

Notes-

taken aback by her accentuated physique. "Jeby Sue Stanford
.
sus Christ,"
one fellow
The next month promises to be an active
f
. " kept muttering as he stared
Spouses' Club members Arthur S M'II
on~ orLaw
at her cleavage, transConstitutional
Law and' Chief C· ,II er, pro essor of !ixed in his front row seat.
E . , SIC
.
.'
onsu tant to Senator
Other reactions to the
, rvm s e ect . ommlttee, Will speak about Watergate on "Pet" from the Emerald Isle
Sunday, Oct~be.r 21, at ~ p.m. All students,as well as 'ranged from the' polite and
spouses,. are invited to thls lecturel discussion Which will shy ("Please make it out to
be held In Room 402 Of, the Marvin Center.
Dick and Benny, we want
At 8 p.m. on Saturday, October 27, the club Will' ive a to hang it in our room in the
Halloween Party at Sue and Ted Stanford's h
g
dorm") to the vulgar ("Write
T~rrace D.r., Annandale, Va. Members are enco~~e'e~918 something obscene!").
g
bnn~ their own pumpkins and knives for a u
.to
The 'autograph
seekers
carving contest as well as their own liquor Th p Im~km- kept coming: the reserved,
p~ovide mix and ice. Costumes are welco~
~? u .will the coarse, the curious,
Will be posted at school next week.
e. ,rectlons and even a few underThe Theatre Party is scheduled for N
graduate
women,
whO
for Pajama Game at the Kenned
ovember 9. Tickets mostly wanted Inscriptions
through Laurie Levinson (560-617~ ~?nter are available for their male frien~s.
signed up, send her a check (mad'
you have already
Ms. Lund looked tired as
.Woodburn Rd #23 Annandal
e out to Laurie) at 3368 she came back to the
cost is $9.90 I ~OUPI~.Enclose e, Va. 22003 by Oct. 15. The Hatchet, to 'change. Th:
envelope for tickets which Wi~ ~elf-addressed, stamped Sales Manager was ~~
Ihe lecture o'riginally schad
e mailed by November. Iieved. "None of the m~ :
postponed.' '.
'" ~",',
. uled for Nov. 9 has been tants showed up, eve3Yj
,....
. '., . [Please T,urn to P. 8, Col.

w~r A~unratr
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The Rise of People's Law
by Paul Beck
and Chuck leone
Two weeks ago, Arthur
Kinoy spoke In Stockton
Hall at what was officially a
meeting of the local chapter of the National Lawyers
Guild. The impression that
he left struck several of us
'deeply, raising issues and
forcing questions that go
to the heart of what it
means to have the power
and expertise that legal
skills bring, and at the
same time to be committed
to the struggles of the
people. In short, what does
it mean to be -a people's
lawyer?
Klnoydemonstratss
that
expertise. One of the nation's most distinguished
constitutional lawyers, and
a law professor at Rutgers
law school, he was counsel in a number of very significant Supreme
Court
cases involving peoples'
movements.

The cases were frontier
law Dombrowski
v.
Pfister (federal court, injunctions against unconstitutional
state statutes);
Powell v. McCormack (right
of the people to have their
elected representative seated in Congress);,
and
United States v. United
States District Court, E.D.
Michigan (held unconstitutional executive-authorized
warrantless Wiretapping of
alleged subversives
for
.. nat ion a I sec u r it y"
purposes). More recently,
,Kinoy was counsel in last
year's successful appeal of
the, Chicago, 7 Conspiracy
convictions.)
Kinoy is a small man,
and appears bent and trazzled from experience, but
his appearance is deceiving ;it belies his tremendous energy and dynamism. While listening to him
speak, one gets the lrn-.
pression that he is an

Student Division

Of ABA
by Greg Yadley
The Law Student "Dlvlslon of the American Bar
Association (lSDI ABA) is the ontv national law student
association. As of last May, the Division had around
24,000 members-approximately
one of every four law
students in the country. Student Lawyer, the LSDI ABA
magazine, is only a year old, but it is fast becoming a
widely read and respected legal periodical. The national
Division officers and circuit governors present student
views to state and national legislative bodies, and the
Division's' liaison representatives carry student input to
the twenty sections of the ABA and a number of special
standing committees. , , '
Participation in LSDI ABA is organized nationally into
eleven circuits, and the six D.C. area law schools form
their own circuit, a unique situation.in LSDI ABA. This
proximity
of member schools allows tremendous
potential for circuit programs, both legal and social, and
allows us to compare our NLC education to that of
students at Georgetown, American, Catholic, Howard,
and Antioch.
The Law School Services Fund is an LSDI ABA program
whereby grants from $100-$1,000 are made on a
matching basis to law student oriented and operated
projects. In 1971-72 the Legal AidBureau here at the N~C
received a grant from LSSF. Last year over $30,000 In
matching grants was awarded.
There are many other advantages and opportunities
available to lSDI ABA members, such as reduced rates
for special ABA publications, and eligibility for health
and life insurance programs. If you are interested in
findin'g' out more about the only national law student
organization and how to become a member, stop by the
Student Bar Association Office on the first floor of Bacon
Hall during office hours, Monday-Thursday, 11 :00-1 :00,
5:00-5:50.

Moot Court

Integrated person. .He is ated educationally and fibiArthur Lesenger
satisfied with himself and
nancially.
The first round of the
what he has become over
If and when we do begin 1973-74 upper class Moot
the years, and he is satispractice in the traditional Court competition was held
fied with what he has done.
s~nse, the group o! people last Thursday evening, with
Kinoy is not afraid of
with ~hom we I~ve and six pairs of teams partlclmaking the sacrifices neework Will be essentially the. pating in oral argument.
essary to involvement in same. Those whom we
.
' what he characterizes as serve, the clients, will be Th.e c~se In~olved the conpeople's law, an involveseparated from us iby a st.lt~tlonallt~
.~f federal
ment from which he has : large wooden desk and an Criminal convictlons resulderived a sense of fulfillaura of professionalism
ting from the broadcasting,
ment and satisfaction. He that effectively prevent real over a cable television achas enjoyed both the glory
understanding of the ell- cess channel, of a film
of winning and the pain of ants' milieu, thus narrowwhich a jury found to be
losing cases in which he ing the range of solutions
obscene;
could, and
did,
invest to which we as lawyers can
The competition was enmuch of himself.
This respond.
hanced by the participation
investment grew not merely
,Kinoy explained that the on the judging panels of
from the effort and toil he people's lawyer, on the five members of the Federgave to the cases, but from
other hand, becomes part al Communications Com- his sense of their signifof the community which he mtslon, including Joseph
icancein
constitutional
or she serves, The pro bono Marino, Chief of the Appelrights, and thus their per- concept is discarded as not late Division in the Office
sonal impact upon his life.
only paternalistic, but in- of the General Counsel of
The thing Kinoy chateffective in terms of long the F.C.C.
lenges (provided we all
range solutions.
The second round arguagree that whatever kind of
Through the people's law ment is scheduled
for
law we practice needs to be approach the lawyer can November 9, 1973, and
emotionally and personally
b~come dep.endent upon competitors are reminded
.satisfying - a very shaky his c0n:tmumty, much as that Petitioner's brief is d e
assumption for law stu- the business lawyer grows
'
.
u
dents) is the structure of into a dependence upon the Octo~er 19. The scoring for
-conventional
practice of ,business community. The the first round should be
law.
parallel extends into the poste? on the Van Vleck
As Kinoy demonstrates,'
rationale behind the work, bulletin
board, and all
with his own experience as because the service a law- students who are partician example, the alternative
yer performs for his com- pating should continue to
to the conventional prac-. munity is a product of hard check the board dally for
tice -Is the practice of work and the resultant trust announcements
and
people's law, the key to in the lawyer:s skil.ls:
changes' in scheduling:
which is simply to become
"The result IS a dlslnteqFor those students who
'one of the people. The ration ?f t~e myth of did not attend the first
community
in which we "professlonallsm,"
and an
-,
_ .
now operate as law stu- integration of the lawyer ~ou.nd, the Club cordially
dents consists of lawyers,
into the community which invites you to the Novem- ,
law professors, and other he or she serves. The key is ber 9th arqurnents and the
law students, with a few being part of the commun- subsequent semifinal and
non-legal people thrown in, , [Please Turn to P. 6 Col. 5] final rounds, to be held
most of them similarly situ,
after semester break.

OlVERSON BAR REVIEW
The Most Successful Course for the
VIRGINIA BAR FOR OVER 20 YEARS
ANNOUNCEMENT OF COURSES FOR THE DECEMBER AND FEBRUARY
VIRGINIA BAR EXAMINATIONS
----

Day and Night Sections----

STANDARD COURSE
Multistate Accelerated Course'

Oct. 22-Dec.'8
Jan. 7-Feb.20, 1974

'$160.00
$160.00
• -

•

i ..

,

Students planning to take the February 1974 multistate bar or both bars
may take both courses. -'
----

VA Approved----

OlVERSON BAR REVIEW COURSES PROVIDE THOROUGH PREPARATION
FOR THE MUlTISTATE AS WEll AS THE ESSAY-TYPE EXAMINATIONS

,
International
Eurailpass

Student ID Card
Britrail Pass

A Flexible Schedule Permits Make-Up Sessions for All Subjects.,
Attend a Class Without Obligation

RESERV ATIONS
TICKETS
EyERYWHERE

FREE SERVICE

Ground Floor
MARVIN CENTER
FREE SERVICE
CALL 659-2968

$180.00

Call or Write for Further Information

,

, OlVERSON BAR REVIEW
Federal Bar Building West
1819 H Street. N.W.
Washington, D~C.20006·
(202) 659-1722
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A'>MOde~t Proposal
Grade Reform

by Arthur Lesenger
The perplexing question
The SBA Grade Reform committee has failed complete- of how to solve internaIy in its attempt to formolate a solution to the problem of tional
terrorism
still:
the disparityof grades among different sections and pro- plagues the keenest minds

abortive criminal plot, and." intimidated countries; and
their
·0 rg ani z a t I 0 nhave . wrestled suspected
descends upon that nation felons from their grasp. If
by hijacking one of nation . this is not a' loss 'of .
X's commercial airlines and sovereignty, then nothing

fet~~Syear,the committee conducted a survey of student and the noblest wllls. In the demanding the release of is. So the arqurnenton thls..
opinions on grading. The gradedisparity problem was in- recent struggle for Pales- . their comrades <upon the point essenttauy-tatts.
cluded in that initial questionnaire. Now, after studying tin ian independence. and threat of murdering their since the nation-state lsthe problem for more thana year, the committee has con- .sovereignty ,civilizednahostages. Without some able to resist under the'
eluded only that it is unable to reach any conclusion as to tions have been the victim' form otvconcurrent.v.Iurls-.
proposal and . still save
what should be done.
.'
. '. ... ' ofsavageandbrutal:at--'
-dictlonvnatlonX submits face.
.
.
" Once again, the committee is turning, the problem over tacks -that have humbled ~or faces the substantial risk . As' to how the system
!O the wh~!e stu~ent body, this. tlme.bya referendum 1i1')1- the mighty as well as the of these passengers being will be: established
in
. lted to.thls particular aspect.ot. grade reform.
meek.'·.·
killed.
fact-that
is basically a
More than a year.has already been waste?, and the
A-legal
solution does
However, where concur- matter of" administrative
problem remains the same as befo!"ethe comm!ttee began e ist that would solve one rent [urtsdlctlon would lie detail. For instance 'a
Its work. The student referendum IS the committee's only . XI...
'.
remaining chance, to accomplish anything on this of. the. major and most .' and be ex~rclsed, n?~lon X specl~1 prl~on could be
problem this year..
.
.
demandm~ problems of would b~ rn the posltl~n to established 10 ~ach country.
At our deadline; the committee had not-yet decided on how a nation could effec- agree With the terrorists, whereby physical custody
the specific terms, of. the proposals to-be included-in the tively maintain itsjLidicial
but unable to yield because is exercised by both the
referendum. These.proposafs should be announced short- 'power over captured terri- it would also.rbe in the national and international·
ly.We urge you to considerthe alternatlvescaretutly, and tory without exposing itself hands of the United Na-. forces .. By the [urlsdlcto vote for the proposal of your choice. Without your to.anadditional
terrorist· tlons, The whole theory of tionalrules, adjudication of
participation, even this opportunity will-be wasted.
'. blackmail threat In more ..this idea is that were the innocence automatically
While t~e c~mmittee failed to solve its most impo.rtant'practicalterms,
how' could world community forced to releases the prisoner from
pr~blem, It .did make several other recommen?atlons, theWest German go.vern- decide the issue of terror-Lthe custody of both. If the'
which w~re adopted by the SBA.
'.
.
".
.. '-;:menf . have resisted the ism on the'merits
terror- nation-state after having .
We believe that the proposal to substitute a letter-grade - '. .'.
'.'
.'
, . '.".
.
'
.
system for the present system .of numerical grading is terr~rls~ ?emand to rele.as~ I~m would be: so highly fl~e~ Its,co.n~urrent j~rlSworthy of serious consideration.' Such a system would at the mdlvldual.s responsible ~Isfavore.d that ~t.would no diction·. petition, deCides
least reduce the illusion of precision in the grading of for the MUnich massacre longer be politically;
or not to prosecute,. then an
subjective examinations which is created by the use of . without ,endangering the possibly physically; 'feas- International' Court under
numerical grades.
..
. '.' '.
lives of additional people? ible. The terrorists .would the authority of the ..U.N:
We cannot endorse the committee's proposaHo delete
The answer' lies in ~the face the position that even will hear the case under the
· all references to failing grades from student transcripts;. creation of:concurrentjur:'
if Jhey could break the' same nation-state's law. If
As long as any grading system is to be 'used, ,all grades .. lsdiction between a.sover-individual
will of '.onena-. the na.tion-state does pros..
,s~~uld be recorded,whe.ther ~assing ?r failing. Deleting '"eign state and the United .,tion, they have .little chance eClJte, and the suspect. is
failing grades woul.d be inequitable, slnce-~tudents who Nations. Such concurrent of breaking the will of all ..convicted,he may only be.
passe.d courses~lth
low grades ~ould, In effect, be jurisdiction would alleviate,.nations.released
before the expira- •
penallzedfor passing them (Iow,passlnggrades would re..
. . .
.
< " •
.,
.
,duce a.student's average while failing grades wouldn't af_the 'p~oblemby shlftl~g.t~e.!h~
obv~ousdrawbac~of tlon of. hiS Imposed senfect. it)..'
,
'.
.
decIsion. of. resp?nslbillty
th!s Idea }~that .t~rrorl~ts tence Wlt~ the concurrence
On the other hand, for students:taking courses under for,.t~rronstbru.tallty to the ~Ight escalate the.lr action ofthe ~~tton state and U.N.
the Credit! No Credit option, we agree that courses forytorld,90mmunrty.
..
mto what has been occur- authOrities.
which No Credit is received should be deleted. Agrade of ....
This jurisdiction would' ring in Northern Ireland.and
This p'ropcsal,while it is
No' Credit· 'is frequently, if inaccurately, read as become operative with the what happened. in the AI- no means cornplete, opens,
synonymous witha failing grade. Deleting such courses .·filing . of .• jurisdictional
gerian movement for Inde" new avenuesto solve some
will eliminate this misinterpretation. Since,such grades papers' with the local Urii- pendence-time
'bombs
tough
questions.'
Of
. are~otcomputed ina. stud~~t's average anywaYi thein-·tedNations'·
Task Force. killing civilians.·'The reme-: .course,' we all knowJhat
"equlty caused by deletmg !alhng gradeswouldnot appIY·]"he.initiaL\,decision
of dy is to!oughen
law current terrorist problems
-A ~tudent whose grade In,a c(:>ur~~:taken,.under thiS ,exercising '.this jurisdiction
enforcement which is in won't be alleviated until a
\ option was too low to earn credit for the course would .' ..... ......
. "
....'
, ,
' .. '.
..
.
.
.
simpl not earn credit rather than officially earning No wou.ld b~ solelywl.thln the th~ control of authOrities. polltlcal,s?lutlon IS struck
Credi:' ,'.
.'
.' ....•.•.. '. . .....,',,'
•. ·... ·Pferogatlves,of .the sover:- ..A stron~ argu~ent;to be In th~ Middle East,. Re,:,
, We also find the proposal to place all first-semester,' elgo state, but once made .m~deaga~nst th~spropo.sal, gardl~ss. o.f whether that
first year courses ona pass-failbasisobjectionable.ThecouJd·not
be" revoke~ eX-"'ls that nations wlllnC?t Ylel~ sqlutlon 'IS f.ound,. the
purpose of. the proposal,to alleviate, the an'5ietyfeltbY . ceptin., the ,instance of a up their cherished sover- problem of terrorism will
students facing their first law<school· examinations, is majority vote in the General eignty because .it might continue to exist, consid-'
·commendable. If the first-year curriculum were designed, Assembly. damage their image abroad' ering its successes.'
.
as is the case at some law schools, on ayear-Iorig basis, .. What . this
would
by. being' interpreted as
This proposal attempts
· the pr~posal would ?e worthY'()f our su~por! ..Under such'accomplish'
is 's system admission of sovereign in- . to go beyond ,the current
a curnculu~: t~e flrs~, seme~ter. exammat~on could be that could respond and competence. To anextent'issue,
. and to .layJhe
tfeate.d a~ a mld-t~rmeXamlnatlon.
Th~ firs! semester .guard against-terrorism ,in that is true, but this foundation for a reasonable
examrnatlon couJd,,~eg.rad~don a pass-!all ba~ls, and the the form of hostage black- mechanism is also a face- and effective solution that
second semester exammatlonwould stili proVide a grade.
.
'.'
.
.., ... '
, ....
'.
·for the course.
.
ma~I.. Say, . for e~aml?le, ~avrng deVice, because.as, ~III end~re throug.h. aU
Where the first semester courses are completed in that .natlo~'Xls
holdl~g .10 It stft.nds :noVlf, gr~ups of Inte~nat~onaL political·
semester,however, that alternative simply doesn't exist. terrorists captured 10 an terrorists have consistently conflicts.
Adopting the SBA proposal would mean that future NLC
the
students would have no record of any grades in Letter
Contracts, Torts, and. Criminal Law. Considering the
emphasis pl,acedQngrades by employers, the importance
" of those first semester courses, and the complete lack of
any option on'the part of the students to,be affected, we. To the Editor:service, I wl:ispermitted to ies', suffered sepa'rations
believe that this proposal should be rejected.
'1
was disturbed to'tearn enter in1967 without filing from their families and face'
of your treatment of the law a reapplication or payment adjustment problems in an
school's
admission
of of additionalJees·.
Indifferent
society."
If.
David' Eisenhower. I too
- The policy of. affording young Eisenhower quali; entered 'Iawschool
from' special .treatment ,to per- fied for special treatment
Howard Rosenthal ....
..
the
military
and
was
affordsons leaving active military as a returning serViceman, I.'
Chuck Leone
Joshua Kaufman
" Ed't
I or
ed· special treatment. I service is a laudable one feel thaUlie administration
.News Editor '
Photographer
Steve Converse
was first' admitted to the which other institutions was completely justified in,
Business Manager.
law school in 1966 but was should follow,· Usually giving It to him ..
The opinions expressed by our columnists are their own. and do not necessarily reflect the'
"
views Qf The Advocate; the National Law center. or the George Washington University.
unable to attend' due to military men have endured
involuntary retention in' the .Interruptions of thelr:stud-: ,..... . ..... ..Allen T.Eaton
r
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Menick.Muses on Morality
.
by Jeff Menick
tJieir employment.
,.'
count, and while' a single dollar may. not be
During the week, I wrote a column of my
How do we justify the ethical conflicts that
worth much, fifty or a hundred-thousand of
usual frivolity for this issue of The Advocate,'
we face as human beings, as lawyers, anti as
them are worth.more than the fifteen ortwenty
but the U.S. Postal Service saw fit not to
law students? Where do we establish the
'the public pays its lawyers.
deliver it,so as I sit here on Sunday afternoon,
defense against a world-wide erosion of
Moral issues are too rarely discussed in our
I find myself in the unusual position of having
morality and decency arid rule by ~aw?How do
classrooms. With the departure of Monroe
an immediate deadline to meet and nothing to,
we work to make the myth of "government by , Freedman, I don't know of another professor
say about the arts..
laws and not by men" a reality, and not just a
at theNLC who would conduct a two-hour
I would like to share with you some . myth? "
,"
seminar in legal ethics. But these issues are
thoughts that are running through 'my 'mind
It is an awesome responsibility with which
ones that are important, and cannot be hldden
- about the state of our world. .
we, as fhe future legislators, adrnlnlstrators,
by blinders.
This past week has been the hottest week in
and advocates, participating in an adversary
Obviously the questions are rhetorical. The
the Jewish calendar, and as an ethnocentric
process are faced. The Deans, Erlichmans,
'decisions must be reached on .an individual
American 'Jew, I find myself very troubled
Magruders and Nixons don't seem to have
basis. It becomes increasingly depressing to
about the seeming increase, world-wide, of
done a very good job. Will we be able todo a
consider the world-wide. spread ~ of the
Antl-Semltlsrn. The actions of the Austrian
better one?
.,
glorification of expedience and loss of moral.
government in Closing down the transition
I am constantly drawn back to a debate
"fiber.
('
camps for Soviet Jews on their way to Israel;
which occurred here at G.W. during my first
Sports llIustratedma£jazine'
printed an
of course, brings to mind the immediate
year of law school, in 1969-70. The debate was'
excerpt from a book by Redskin coach George
thought that Hitler was an Austrian, wasn't.
between Monroe Freedman and Michael Tigar,
Allen, expounding his "winning is everything"
he? The fact that Kriesky, good Socialist that
both'men excellent lawyers and professors"
philosophy. I, was so-t-appalled. ,. Several,
he is, was born to Jewish parents is of little
both politically liberal with two different
thousand-men .are.enqaqed.tnan occupation
comfort.
.
Visions of the moral responsibility of the
which 'is designed-to 'entertain millions of
Certainly the renewed war in 'the Mid-East,
attorney for his acts vis-a-vis the activities of ' people around the country, and they' take, '
beginning as it did on Yom Kippur, the Day of
his client.
themselves so seriously that whatever aspects
Atonement for all sins committed during the
The immediate issue had' been a protest
of sport and entertainment were once a part of
past year, would at this early stage seem to
organized here of a Consent decree negotiated
the game have been lost.
.
'
have to have been .the result of Arab' .between the Justice Department and. General
When winning is the only thing that counts,
provocations. Even in the worst times of the;
Motors by Lloyd Cutler of the Wilmer, Cutler
what can we expect but Watergates, chican- '
Vietnam, War, there were, Christmas ceaseand Pickering firm. The protestors argued that
ery, bribery, and "dirty tricks" in every aspect
fires, even if they often went unobserved.
the attorney, while having a responsibility to
of our lives. After spending a weekend.in the"
As a lawyer, I look at the world and ask what
his. corporate 'client who was paying his
synagogue, praying for myself, my fellow
is the role ot law, either national" or.. salary, has a greater public responsibility to
man, my country and its government, as well
international, or local in nature, in our society,'
act in the public interest, and that morally the
as world peace, I fear the expedient solution
as we enter the last. quarter of the'.twentieth
attorney is to be held accountable for the sins
and dread the next, uncoverings. But it is
century?
of the client.
'
- .
with a sense of renewed strength that I hope
We· live in a country Where the second
The response, of course, is that the attorney .
to be able to maintain my own sense of .
highest elected official may be about to be
is only the hired gun, and that his job is to do
purpose and value, and for those reasons I
indicted by a-United States Grand Jury, where
the most he can for his client, regardless of
have chosen to share the thought with you.
a scandal-ridden administration is headed by
the moral 'position
of' the client, belt,
The circuitous route of travetlnqtrcmentl-.
amanwho claims, in all sincerity, that he did
corporation or rapist.
;'"''
. : _
Semitismtooverall
political morality seemed
, not know what his top officials were doing in
It is unfortunate that the public,' i.e. the
very natural as I wrote it down. It still. seems
his name.
Justice Department. the F.T.C., or whatever,
connected, upon reflection, by the very acts of
It did seem to remind me of' my agency
is notable to hire and retain attorneys 01 equal
expediency that prompted the thoughts. How
course where I think I remember learning that
caliber to' those retained by 'the wealthy
many of us will make the hard decisions to say'
the principal is always responsible for the acts
corporation" but who is to blame for that? Our
"No" to' the easy way out?'
.
, of his agents committed .within the scope of
society has only one standard that seems to
t'

-

~
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Letter to 'the 'Editor

'On 'Class Size

-Dining

Outin D.C."--

by Richard B. Abell
unique in having the former olives). This too, we found
'.'Iron Gate Inn, 1734':N"
horse stalls presently serVe to be pleasant and dif,
Street
N W '(Telephone "to enclose the tables. The ferent.
", A 'myth with rattler .sizable following has grown up 737-13'70).' "
'
,
interior lightfng is muted,
'For, the main course,
around the notion of law schools-and I~gal educati!?n:The
This Middle Eastern res- the atmosphere quiet and those unacquainted with
myth is the imputation of legal edu.catlon to conventional, taurant sits back from "N'" "relaxing, and. the service Middle
Eastern cuisine
· legal curricula' of the sort encoun~ered. in the ,law Street, and is approached excellent and unobtrusive. should try the Arabian
student's formative years, when he or she IS.herded Into .after one has 'passed
Dress is informal, and" of Nights Platter, which gives
large meetlnqplaces foruni~irectional lectures of great .throuqh 'a lon'g "archway. particular interest to the a. portion of. each of the
· moment and enduring value. If you close your' eyes for a The sign out front is quite' many of us 'not on welfare, main
dishes
available
moment during anyone of them you can .visualize-as.l
inconspicuous.
Thus, if the prices are most reason- _(sheesh kabab,
grape
have-pearls of legal. wisdom,·yea,veritable
golden you. are not specifically. able.
leaves stuffed with lamb
nuggetsof knowledge flowing from lecturer to student. It. seeking ·thelron Gate ,In.n,
Under these
circum- ' ~tc.) .. Fortbose more daris a ruse.
"
you tmay nevHerknow Oftlhts stances, it seems paradoxi- lng, either t~e cous-cous (a
I
to thl school after completing graduate work in exrs ence, . ow~ver,
e cal to find the cuisine Mid- house specialty 0.1 crac.ked,
came 0 . IS
reward that IS given for a die Eastern. Yet the whole wheat. and lamb In a light
public health. The only g~od c~asseswer~ small ones. In . diligent search more than blends together without the sauce) or the, m'!azzaleh
· my Judgement there IS little If any m~rJt to. an~ cl,ass. compensates .tor the con- slightest hint of incongru- ~eggplant stuffed With lamb
bigger than 20 students at any educational institution. fusion in location.
ity. The Iron Gate is owned In a to~ato sauce ~nd
Maybe you are willing to drop large sums on organized / , This delightful little res- . and operated by two emigre topped. With toasted pine
textbook reading, with varyingly sophisticated carrots taurant has both an interior
brothers from the Middle nuts) are to be strongly
and sticks for the delayed adolescents,among us. Maybe dining area 'and, Climate East Ray' and John Saah. recommended~ Of course,you see independent writing and legal clinics as delayed. permitting, an
outside'
.
one, must have baqlaawa
rewards for suffering the sardine ceremonies. But why patio. The restaurant is in
'Each dinner is preceded and Turkish coffee follow""
not smaller' class AND independent writing AND legal what once served as the by the traditional humos,
ing the meal.
. clinics?
.
stables - to the; house of which is a creamy chick.
The wine list Is unim.In the alternative I would argue thatdiplomas should be General N~lson A. Miles. pea dip served in hot Arabic pressjve but functlonal~ We
W t Publishing Co. whenever a duly (History. ch.lefly remembers ~bread. The bread is quite had a bottle of Savigny-Iesd db
awar eyes
.'
Ge~eral Miles as the one thin, sliced lengthwise,
Beaune '70, and were
qualified purchaser presents some fixed am?unt of res'ponsible for the final' and the dip is spread pleased with .the selection.
textbook . receipts, a~~ demonstrates forth~lt~. idU~ capture of the renegade between the layers. It is ex- This. restaurant is a must
competence at underlining the bold-face and ta ICze . Geronimo.)
.
cellent. For, an appetizer, for the gourmet, especially
sections.
The interior decor. IS In we tried the masa (pl<;:kled If he' Is. counting . his
Peter Doob good taste,and certainly"ls
turnips, feta, cheese, . and pennies.
.
!. r
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Reaction to
Kinoy .Speech

Rugby: Real Pro Potential

[Continued from Page3]
In addition to all the ity rather than dispensing
by Joseph F. Pripusich
But while rugby does in- can run with the ball as well
In recent years, the sport deed contain elements of as kick it, which in itself action, 'rugby features a advice to it from a position
of rugby has been, increa- soccer, it is a mistake to gives the sport a much unique and bizarre play. . of superior power.
There are problems, of
sing rapidly in popularity in consider them to be the greater potential for excite- When there is a score, the
, this country. Most of this same basic game..
ment and fan appeal than team scored upon is awar- course, in maintaining a
has been because rugby is
Admittedly rugby did or- does soccer. Rugby scores ded a' "scrummage" (as practice oriented toward
opposed
to football's
and part of poor and
an action-packed,
fast-· iginate . from soccer; it often resemble football
moving game to play. But began when a Rugby scores. However, the ac- "scrimmage"). What ,hap-' working communities. Finrugby is also an exciting schoolboy illegally ran with tion in rugby is more pens ina 'scrummaqe is ancial considerations often
sport to watch, .so.rnuch so the ball during a soccer continuous than in foot- that eight of each team's come first to mind, espthat, I feel there is 'real game in 1823. From that ball. In football, for exam- fifteen players form a hud- ecially as the student constops after die which takes a wedge sidering such a practice
potential
here for the point, the sport was not ple,theaction
sport to make. it big at a long in developing a popu- every. play, for time outs, shape. 'The two wedges. nears the end of law
.
professional level.
larityall its own. Eventually penalties, halftime, mea- then come together to form school.
However, Klnoy insisted
incomplete a sort of human tunnel,
The idea of rugby as a our own sport of football surements,
p ro f es s lonat American
evolved directly from rug- passes, and out-of-bounds after which one of the that he has managed be.sport is not new; enthusi- by; small wonder, then, plays. Not so with rugby . players on the team award- 'cause the communities
.asm has been lacking" that rugby resembles and Action stops only for out- ed the scrummage who is who, have benefitted from
his work have supported
however, because people: contains elements of both , of-bound plays, penalties, not part of this "tunnel"
with money and the influ-j football and soccer. While and scores. Halftime is a then throws the ball into him, both in constitutional
ence to bring it off feel that' it resembles both as a mere five minutes long.
[Please Turn to P.8 CoJ.4] cases and then, having
.
'gainedtheir
faith in him, in
rugby is too much like spectator sport as~ell as a
soccer, ' and 'everyone re- participant sport- it is more
more mundane matters of
members
how
soccer exciting than either, for
legal consequence.
.
bombed as a pro sport in several reasons.
People's lawyers are in ,
the U.S. a few years ago.
To begin with, players
fact supported -by the
by Carmen Espinosa
that a source of aid for its movements for popular
The September 27, 1973, members is essential.
power and community
meeting of the George
In -addition, la Raza's control. The growing num[Continued from Page 1] -'
' Washington
University
goals for this semester ber of law communes and
grade surpasses 55, and such credit-no credit hours will chapter ofla
Raza (the' were established. Heading collectives are witness to
not be applied to the present credit-no .credlt limit. National Association
of the list were tutorial assls- the viability of such arReasoning for this proposal was based on the assump- Spanish-Speaking
law
tance and recruitment.
rangements.
tion that it will provide an insight into law school finals, Students) commenced with Second and- third . year
But we as students and
while it will decrease the student's anxiety due to, the the election of officers for members volunteered their 'neophyte lawyers are still
uncertainty' of what is expected on a law scnool.flnal.
the 1973:-74 school year. time and efforts to maxi- reluctant to stray from the
Second, the committee proposed that the letter grade Tomas Garza was elected mize the pilot project in traditional paths into the
system (A +, A, B +, B, C +, C, 0 +, 0, F) be substituted President and Carmen Es-' tutorial
assistance.
la
area of the little known and
for the present number grade system. Most members of pinosa was elected Secre- Raza's recruitment program speculative. The fact that
the committee felt that the new system would reduce the tary-Treasurer..
'
, for Fall 1974 will be kicked the, languagejand ' termarbltrarlness of the number grade system in connection
President-elect Tomas off on the 16th of October, inology of people's movewith the subjective exams.
Garza proceeded with a with members tra~~lin~. to ments
seems slightly
Third, the committee proposed that any grade of F be motion that La Raza·mem-colleges
and Universities vague and foreign to us is a
. deleted from a student's record. Any, student failing
bers contribute $2 per throughout
the country
measure of our alienation
course, would be permitted to repeat it for a grade. A 'semester, whlcb would where the greatest concen- from our own history, our
student who failed a, course would be penalized serve as an emergency loan tratlo,n
of
SP.anish- ignorance of the struggles
financially, but that student should have the opportunity fund to. assist first year speaking people ~XlstS.
that have occurred within
to overcome the deficiency, which may have been caused students who may be in
Tomas Garza dlscu~sed our own lifetimes,
by circumstances beyond his control.
need. La Razamembers felt the outcome of the. NationIf we studied our' own
•.
al La Baza Oonventlon held history - American his,
~,
in EI. Paso, Texas, .this tory, including the past and
summer. Topics centered -recent origins of the move. around a reorganization ment for civil rights, then
'and evaluation plan.
we might understand our
Finally, La Raza mem- roles more clearly and
bers decided to initiate a erase the confusion which
"get acquainted" drive, ln- surrounds so much of our
viting interested students decision making about our
to visit the La Raza Office, interests and commitments
located. in Bacon Hall, to the future.
Room 103 E.'
[Please Turn to P. 8,CoJ. 3]
of our casebooks are discounted

La Raza News

Grade Reform
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WHY PAY MORE
FOR LAW' BOOKS?

'-75%
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·
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ASTER
_
:' "
ILMMAKER
~ERIE' S
to

Coif and Gilbert outlines

•

,/\ < are discounted
30% discounts on
quality used casebooks

•
•

Complete Selection of hornbooks,
supplemental texts and paperbacks

•
•
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PLEASE CHECK US OUT AT •• .

WASHINGTON LAWBOOK
1917 Eye St., N.W.

.

, ••

CO.

Tel. 785-0424

•
:
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Sundays
7:30
9P.M.

.;.
'.

/

Oct. 14-Edward Garzero, scenic artist
for "The French Connection"
"The Godfather"
Oct. 21-Albert S. Ruddy, producer .
for "The Godfather"
.
(1972Academy
Award Winner)
Nov. 11-Larry McMurtry, screenwriter
for "The last Picture Show"
"Hud"

•
:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Tickets will be sold at the, door.

.•...............•.

•
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READING GETTING YOU DOWN?
We teach you '
Reading Skills
'that are
guaranteed to at least
triple your
reading rate,
improve your
comprehension.

/

The Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute
- --~,._~~
,/'

...

.

~~,

~.

inuites you to a free demonstration of this internationallv famous method. You'will see an
amazing. documented film about Reading Dynamics and learn how it can help you to faster
reading and understllnding.
,.
_ _
OVER 500,000 GRADUATES READ,
His'
hi dlHe
fr -- th
.
?
ow
t s
rent om 0 er courses
AN AVERAGE OF 4.7 TIMES FASTER
Conventional rapid reading courses try for 450. with equal or better comprehenslonl
600 words per minute. Most Reading DynamicsIn the 22 ,years since Mrs. Wood made the _startling graduates can read 1,000-3,000words per minute.
discovery that led to the development of her unique Yet our students don't skip or skim. You read every
method, over 500,000 people have taken this single word. No machines a~e used. You use your
course. These are people with different educations,
hand as a pacer ..And you wl~1actually understand
different lQ's •.• students, business men, house- more, remember more and enroy more of what you
wives. All of them-even the slowest-now read an read.
average novel in less than 2 hours. You can, too.
YOU MUST IMPROVE OR YOUR
MONEY BACK'
We guarantee it.
We guarantee tp increase the reading efficiency of
Acclaimed by public figures'
In 1962, the late President Kennedy invited Mrs. each student AT LEAST3 times with good comprehension. We will refund the entire tuition to any stuWood to the White House where she taught the
course, at his request, to members of The Cabinet - dent who, after completing minimumclass and study
requirements, does not at least triple his reading
ond the White House Staff.
efficiency as measured by stahdardized testing.
Senator Herman E. Talmadge, Georgia: "In my
?pinion, if these reading techniques were institute~
Inthe pubnc and private schools of our country,.lt
,would be the greatest single step w.e could take In
educational progress.'"
.
COME AND· SEE A FREEDEMONSTRATION
Senator William Proxmire, Wisconsin: "I must say
OF THIS AMAZING NEW METHOD THAT
that "this is one of the most useful educational experiences I have ever had. It cert,ainly compares
'15 GUARANTEED TO TRIPLE YOUR READING
favorably with the experiences I've had at Yale and
SPEED WITH GOOD COMPREHENSIONI
Harvard."
, .
I

.

50 reyolutlonary-It

made newsl

~

.'-

-.

-~

"

FREE DEMONSTRATION

Tu-es., Wed., Thurs.

.Oct. 16, 17, 18
3 pm and 8 pm
Tues. & Wed .. Rm. 30

Thurs.· Rm. 31

Stockton

Hall

Results have been reported in newspapers, Time,
Newsweek, Business Week and Esquire. Demonstrators .have appeared on television with Jack
Paar, Garry Moore and Art Linkletter.

___

----:-EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE

tJ~,Amnllr
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Advice from the Lawlorn

.

Bonzhcf Motion

Penthouse

[Continued from Page 2]
also be establlshed for. our thing went smoothly." Ms. [Continued from Page 1] . shows his willingness to
law professors so that they Lund emerged ina
few Agnew motion that the go into "uncharted waters,"
will each have at least one' moments and hurried out, Grand Jury cannot.be conprobably the only hope for
"good meal'; a day. To saying "goodbye" as shevened
against
the Vice the Banzhaf petition.
cover the increased cost of rushed to catch her plane President unless he is first
While Professor Banzhaf
martinis, tuition will go up to New York.
' impeached. This unprecehas confidence in his legal
next year. You can't win all
Later that afternoon, a dented request for relief at. position, he is not unaware
.*******
of the time.
group of smirking YAF the pre-trial
.staqe ha.s that the political complicaDear Sam,
members came back to caused a number of constltions in the Agnew case are
********.*
Somebody, who must be
their office, having just tutional
problems which .. labyrinthine. Says Banzhaf,
crazy, told me that at the
driven the mercenary, rath- the G.W.· professor feels
"there are so many sides
last faculty meeting Dean Dear Dr. Lerner,
er likable "Pet" to National might be alleviated by the
working at cross purposes
Creamer announced that
Those soda and candy Airport. One of them had a adoption of his proposal.
here, that if somebody
. the law school would pay machines are robber bar- photo with a special mes- Arid, says Banzhaf, the slipped $1,000 under my.
the way for any needy ons. Why does the uni- sage. . judge's recent order allow- . door with a request that I
faculty
member
who
versity stay with the same
"To Charley Diehl, Sorry ing Agnew's lawyers the' stop all involvement in the
wished to go to New company if there are so you couldn't be here. Love, right to subpoena reportcase today,
I wouldn't
Orleans fora convention of many complaints? The stu- Avril Lund."
ers' notes prior to trial
know whom to accuse."
law professors. Now ain't' dents aren't happy with
More' on
that a kick in the pants?
those overpriced and un[Continued from Page 6]
ancf none of the delays,
Laughing derserviced slot machines ..
[Continued from Page 6]
Doesn't the administration
the midst of 32 flailing. plus a whole spate of new
Dear Laughing
care?
That
there
are . legs, all trying to kick the wrinkles. And for all you
afternoon
and
The last laugh is on you,
Poor alternatives, viable for sur- ball out of the maze and to Sunday
and if' you will -excuse the
vival and crucial to the the advantage of his team- .Monday. night armchair
pun; it is at your expense.
constitutional
and human mates. Now, if all that is quarterbacks who wouldn't
, Believe it or not, the faculty
Dear Po~r,
. ..'
rights of the individuals in confusing, try to picture it think of paying your way to
see a pro rugby game, think
can now apply for financial . Yes- sireel The admlnl- this land is a fact we must as being a super-wild
aid for frolic and banter. stration cares very much, 'come to' terms with. We hockey-type faceoff,. with about how much 'sport
Dean Creamer announced
about the income they re- have to know our history to one of the players. having you're getting from toot-:
that only the very needy ceive from those machines assess our needs and to the privilege of being the ball; then think about how
the ' manyvrnlnutes
of nonfaculty 'members will be u~der the .contract that build a perspective on the referee who drops
action plus network comeligibl~, those making less gives a certam company an time in which we live. This puck!
. So there you have it, mercials you are getting.'
. than $80,000.00 a year. A.exclusive
right to rip off the .is how Kinoy knows what
school lunch program will
students,
he is here for. What are we America. A sport with all You may change your mind
the excitement of football
about rugby after.all.
here-for?
by Samuel Lerner, B.S., .
.
J.D., Etc.
Send your questions and
. comments to old, irascible,
Doc Lerner, c to Alan
Wiener, The Advocate, Bacon Hall, by campus mail.
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People's 'Law
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A White Comedy

Tuesday, OCTOBER 16, 1973

rJ
rJ

One block from Law Library.
(

.

Place: Bldg. C, room 100

Showinq at 8 P.M.
Admission:

$.50

,

will

: Tickets
goon sale October 15, 1973
at the Information Desk·'
For inform,,;on 0.1/676-7410, 676-7j12
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IT'S MID TERM TIME
We Can Help You With
Study Aids •
Monarch Notes
Plaid Programmed Reviews
Schaums Outlines
Barrons Study Books
·Dictionaries-English
and Foreign

Blue Books - Typing Paper
Typewriter Ribbons - Folders - Binders
Have You
Home
, Lately

See
Our Selection
Of
Stationery

,

. If Your
Typewriter
Needs Service
Bring
It
To The Bookstore

.

1~ lb. SIRLOINERPlatter~,
with beverage.
(LETTUCE, TOMATO, & CHIPSJ

OR
LARGE 12INCH,

A New Shipment
of
Gilbert Law Summaries

Written

Flel1TInF~~TIOn!
taw student'
special.
~••gg

PIZZA

~l.~O
MON.- FRI. 4'-8PM

